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About This Content

Explore the dark depths of the Slums of Brightholme! This expansion adds four new maps that will once again brutally
challenge your maze building abilities! Play with the new unlockable towers such as the crazy random Makeshift tower, or saw
your foes up into pieces with the very first melee weapon in Sanctum 2 – the Circle Saw! Of course you’ll see new enemies as
well, such as the Infected Explorer, a hybrid between a human and a Walker. And finally, there will be seven new unlockable

perks, including the Thor Module, that causes towers to emit shockwaves whenever they kill an enemy.

Key Features:

THOR MODULE!

4 New Unique Maps - Explore the dark side of Elysion!

2 New Weapons - Nailgun and CIRCLE SAW!

2 New Towers
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2 New Enemies

7 Additional Perks ( incl THOR MODULE )

Note: Ruins of Brightholme is included in the Sanctum 2 Season Pass and is part 2/4 in a series of DLC for Sanctum 2
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sanctum 2 ruins of brightholme

Game breaking bug reported in forums since Jul 2016... unfixed and makes the game unplayable.. It's pretty plain like
unflavored oatmeal because it does not have any creative means to make the training fun and engaging like how an educational
game should be. It even lacks basic lessons covering pitch and anything else that relates to the subject. I got it in hopes to learn
about some stuff I never got taught in music classes and left not learning anything.

Don't waste your time and money on this. I suggest you watch some videos on Youtube that explains pitches and the other
subjects. There are also long videos that is just a singular pitch that you can use to train your ears with.. An old-style arcade,
with some references to classic games.
It's a good game, but the multiplayer mode is a little disappointing. It's still early access and maybe it'll be improved, but if
you're looking for a good multiplayer game maybe Bullshot is not what you're looking for.
I recommend the game because I liked a lot the story mode, and to me it deserves the price. From the intro that mimics the PS
to the retro tv look, Bullshot gave me great nostalgia of the 90's arcade games.. im from philippines for now i dont recommend
people to play this game because this game is unplayable you can even log in to the game. Fix it and you can have people playing
this game!!!. Dont Buy Just boring. Very nice game. Just wish it was easier to find the ghosts. They move directly in front of my
face\/headset and i can't seem to get them. :\/. Novapolitan as a playable character? Yes please!
10\/10
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Sydney's World is an excellent turn-based, story-driven RPG that I highly recommend to everyone, young and old.

This is not your typical RPG Maker game; you need to come into this world understanding that there is an amazing story to be
told here, and that this game is much more than a turn-based RPG.
That's not to say there is anything wrong with those kinds of RPGs, ( I personally love them), but before you buy this game you
need to understand this is more about the story than fights.

The story revolves around a young girl out to save her father from an evil wizard from another world.
The flow of the game is very linear, but the locations you journey too and the people you meet are very unexpected and
interesting. There are many twists and turns, and many different locations to explore, and this really held my interest.
You will meet many great characters in your journeys and you will grow fond of them.
A strong and interesting story is certainly a highlight here.

The developer wants you to not worry about equipment such as weapons and items, so you don't really need too, but you
certainly can.
It can be dangerous though, and I suggest saving very often and using multiple saves as the game suggests.
You never know what is around the corner.
You will find your typical Elixers and Revive Potions, but there is no buying or selling, or upgrading equipment in this game.
Most towns and castles can not be entered again either, which I found rather unusual.
If you missed anything, that's too bad.
Due to a lack of random battles, you can not grind for experience, though there are a few places where there are a lot of
enemies.
This game is not about that.

I found this game to have excellent music and sound effects, and the graphics were bright, colorful, creative, and interesting.
There is some very nice artwork here that introduce you to new areas or situations, and there are very well made enemies and
bosses.
Sydney and some other characters speak, and other characters don't.
This may be the first RPG Maker game I've played that had spoken dialogue.
However, as with most games where there is spoken dialogue, you may find yourself skipping the voices because you read the
text long before the character says it. I found myself doing this eventually.

I personally found the lack of battles and opportunities to power my team up for boss battles dissapointing.
This IS an RPG maker game at heart, and heavily reducing the core part of the game felt strange to me.
However, if your conservative with your items, and experienced in RPGs, you won't have too much trouble.
As I said though, you need to come into this game with different expectations.

I HIGHLY recommend this game, I had a great time and I'm sure you will too.

Disclaimer: I was provided a key by the developer for review purposes.This did NOT influence my review in any way.. This
game is really weird, and it is really fun! Strongly recommended for chilling out after a longer session of Holodance or
Audioshield if you prefer playing with your own songs. I'll spend a lot more time with this over time!. gt; Started a match
> Not a ♥♥♥♥ing soul online
> Waited ~5 minutes for anyone to show up
> Played with bot in the meantime, **head shot** across the "Farm" map by said bot's Uzi
> 3 human players finally showed up, owned the n00bs
> After a satisfying killing spree, mysteriously kicked from my own match
> Came back to see players still playing on my game server

GG 12/10 must buy. (Intro)
I had the honor of being one of the first (if not the first) to play the finished version of this game. When it comes to RPG
Maker, this is absolutely the most unique and compelling game I've played and I've been around the community for a good five
years now. That said, let's move on with the actual review. . .
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(Story & Writing)
To get straight to the point, this is where the game really shines. In this game, it's not a story about heroes and villains and it's
not about the flaky world-building or chats with boring NPCs - no, its strength lies in its ability to drive the story forward. Most
RM games push their narratives with in-game cutscenes or storybook slideshows. In Vindictive Drive, the story segments feel a
lot more like reading an intense comic or even watching a movie - the characters have very strong personalities and the writing
itself does an amazing job of holding all of the pieces together - the synergy between all of these components creates a highly
engaging, standout story-telling experience that you won't find in any other RPG Maker title: Honestly, this game deserves a
high rating on these merits alone. It may start off a bit slow but when it picks up, it picks up hard.

(Gameplay)
The gameplay. . . has its ups and downs, I should say. Certain aspects, like the fact that you can't strafe, fire your pistol at point
blank range, and the fact that the latter half of the game becomes a bit of a button mash-fest (less so depending on which helper
bot you chose) don't exactly work in its favor. However, as it stands I think it's still definitely serviceable for this kind of game -
because of the threat of a hasty death, it still forces you to be careful, think a little bit about your next action, and make use of
your reaction speed to deal with enemies and security.

(Art & Music)
What you see is what you get, which has probably turned some people off. It's not high quality art for sure, but the way it's used
speaks for itself - it does its job well, and is excellently utilized as locomotion for the game's story. The presentation, the
animated cutscenes, the accompanying music, all of it fits together harmoniously. Any previous gripe about the visual quality I
think would melt away after being immersed in the game world. Personally, I love the stylized art - it's a huge part of what gives
the game its own identity. The music choices are spot on as well, remaining consistent and definitely helping to define the
game's atmosphere.

(Conclusion)
To sum it up, I found Vindictive Drive to be a full, fleshed out experience, not just a combination of working parts. It's a wild
ride from start to finish and it's one of the most satisfying games I've played in a very long time, and that's including other
popularized indie and triple A titles. If you had any inclination to check this game out prior, let this be a very, VERY strong
recommendation.. I bought this game on a whim after seeing the new map on Reddit. I am very happy I did, it has some of the
most satisfying movement and gravity I've experienced in VR. It's real floaty so when you hit something at speed you launch
into the air, and when on the ground you're moving quite fast.

There aren't a whole lot of people playing and the matches are P2P, so if you connect with someone far away there will be lag.
That said, the bots are actually pretty fun to play against (they're pretty brutal on hard mode).

The developer is very active in Discord and in-game and seems to be pretty cool about suggestions as well as fixing bugs and
issues. I'm pretty excited to see where this game goes and I'm glad I bought it.. I really enjoyed this game because of its gothic
horror setting and how well written it was. However, I do agree with a previous reviewer AMWild that not enough time and
attention was spent on the NPCs you encounter such that your relationships with them do not run very deep at all. Also I found
some chapter transitions jarring. Just as I was settling in and getting immersed in the City, you're yanked away to encounter
something really overblown (in my opinion). Maybe it's just my personal distaste for that particular story trope.

Anyway, this is one of the better Choice of Games titles. Go ahead, give it a whirl ;). very beautiful game the story is amazing
now i get why they called their self Another Story and the option to level up fast is the best i hate when games make you fight a
lot so you can kill the boss
good thing that you did that
.............................................................................................................................................
other than that it's a good game
i suggest you buy it 10/10. Very fun mini game, free to play, worth a try.. Great video, terrible steam service. You are better off
purchasing the tutorial over on Blender Cloud, then you can actually download and keep the video locally and in good quality.

Steam only allow you to stream the video, and in terrible quality.. Highly addicting game. Each class has its own feel to it which
adds to the depth of the game (though the two hardcore classes are really just that). The music is quite good and adds to the
intense atmosphere of the game.
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